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A first contribution of this paper is a theoretical yet practically applicable model
covering a large set of phishing attacks, aimed towards developing an understanding of threats relating to phishing. We model an attack by a phishing graph in
which nodes correspond to knowledge or access rights, and (directed) edges correspond to means of obtaining information or access rights from already possessed
information or access rights – whether this involves interaction with the victim
or not. Edges may also be associated with probabilities, costs, or other measures
of the hardness of traversing the graph. This allows us to quantify the eﬀort of
traversing a graph from some starting node (corresponding to publicly available
information) to a target node that corresponds to access to a resource of the
attacker’s choice. We discuss how to perform economic analysis on the viability
of attacks. A quantiﬁcation of the economical viability of various attacks allows a pinpointing of weak links for which improved security mechanisms would
improve overall system security.
A second contribution of this paper is the description of what we term a
context aware phishing attack. This is a particularly threatening attack in that
it is likely to be successful not only against the most gullible computer users
(as is supported by experimental results we present.) A context aware attack
is mounted using messages that somehow – from their context – are expected
(or even welcomed) by the victim. To draw a parallel from the physical world,
most current phishing attacks can be described as somebody who knocks on
your door and says you have a problem with your phone, and that if you let
him in, he will repair it. A context aware phishing attack, on the other hand,
can be described by somebody who ﬁrst cuts your phone lines as they enter
your home, waits for you to contact the phone company to ask them to come
and ﬁx the problem – and then knocks on your door and says he is from the
phone company. We can see that observing or manipulating the context allows
an attacker to make his victim lower his guards. As a more technical example, we
show how to obtain PayPal passwords from eBay users that do not take unusual
measures particularly intended to avoid this attack.
Finally, a third contribution is a discussion of how to address the threats we
describe – both in their speciﬁc and generic shapes.
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